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**Figure S1.** Box plot of tasting scores given by the 2012 panel to white and red wines (“easy” wines, open box; “difficult” wines, dashed box). Symbols: □, mean; x, maximum and minimum. Percentiles: 10%, bar at bottom of whisker; 90%, bar at bottom of whisker; 25%, box bottom; 50%, box internal line; 75% box top.

**Figure S2.** Box plot of tasting scores given by the 2014 panel to white wines (“easy” wines, open box; “difficult” wines, dashed box). Symbols: □, mean; x, maximum and minimum. Percentiles: 10%, bar at bottom of whisker; 90%, bar at bottom of whisker; 25%, box bottom; 50%, box internal line; 75% box top.
Figure S3. Box plot of tasting scores given by the 2014 panel to red wines ("easy wines, open box, “difficult” wines, dashed box). Symbols: □, mean; x, maximum and minimum. Percentiles: 10%, bar at bottom of whisker; 90%, bar at bottom of whisker; 25%, box bottom; 50%, box internal line; 75% box top.